
  

 

Eco-Safe Surgical 
Instrument Rust & 
Stain Remover 
High performance rust, stain 
spot, deposit and scale 
remover 

Highly concentrated cost-
effective formula 

Rapid results within minutes 
after application  

Environmentally friendly 
biodegradable formulation   

 

 

Product Description: 

Eco-Safe Surgical Instrument Rust & Stain 
remover is a high performance and rapid 
acting multi-purpose rust, stain, spot, 
deposit and scale remover for use in 
multiple applications including stainless 
steel surgical instruments, case carts, 
basins and trays. Its highly concentrated 
formula means excellent cost savings. 

A biodegradable formulation means it’s 
safe for disposal and the environment. 

It includes an eco-friendly stainless steel 
passivator system to remove and then  

 

 
prevent rust and corrosion, while 
removing and helping to prevent 
future scale redeposition. Its rapid 
acting formula works within minutes 
after application. 

  



 

 

 Contact Us  

Safe Waste Solutions 
087 057 7299 

062 276 9104 
info@safewaste.co.za 

Visit us on the Web: 
www.safewastesolutions.co.za  

 

 

Product Features: 

 Removes rust, spots, stains, and limescale 
 High performance formula acts in minutes 
 Highly economical concentrated formula 
 Restores a “like new” finish to instruments 
 Extend lifespan of instruments 
 Environmentally friendly 
 Excellent stain removal properties 
 Restores movement to instrument joints 
 Stainless steel passivator system 
 Removes and prevents rust and pitting 
 Eliminates limescale  
 Multiple use applications- ultrasonic baths, 

automated endoscope washers, 
disinfectors, instrument washers, immersion 
baths and conventional hand washing.  

 

Directions & Usage: 

Add 500ml to 5 litres (10% mixture) of 
hot water (55˚-80˚C). For soaking 
instruments, place solution in a pyrex 
or stainless steel container and then 
place the well cleaned instruments in 
a stainless steel wire bottom 
instrument tray. Leave to soak for 15 
to 30 minutes, or for scrubbing carts 
and trays, wear gloves, apply the 
solution, and scrub thoroughly with a 
hard bristle brush. Remove 
instruments and rinse well in hot 
water. Do not use on silver plates or 
chrome instruments. Do not mix with 
other disinfectants or detergents. 
Close lid tightly after use. 

Shelf Life, Storage & Packaging: 

Stable for 2 years. Store at ambient 
temperature out of direct sunlight. 
Undiluted pH = 1 -2. Appearance = 
Transparent – light yellow. 

 


